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Social insect colonies can express adaptive, organism-like design. In some cases,
colonies so resemble a unique, cohesive and integrated “individual” that they are termed
superorganisms. The major evolutionary transitions framework explains, via inclusive
fitness theory, how new levels of biological individuality, including genes into genomes
within cells, cells into multicellular organisms and organisms into superorganisms can
emerge. Importantly, it highlights how at each major transition similar challenges arose
and why seemingly convergent solutions evolved. One challenge faced at each transition
is exploitation, caused internally by social cheaters and externally by parasites and
pathogens. To overcome the problem of exploitation transitions in biological individuality
required novel immune systems to maintain the integrity of newly emerged individuals.
Multicellular organisms evolved an immune system while social insect colonies evolved a
social immune system. In this review, we take a major transitions perspective of immunity
to highlight the interdependency between the evolution of immune systems and the
emergence of biological individuality. We build on the notion that superorganisms have
evolved an immune system to promote the fitness of the colony. We draw parallels
between the evolution of the metazoan immune system and the social immune system,
and their expression as cognitive networks. Moreover, we discuss how research on
other group-living species, such as family based cooperative breeders, can inform our
understanding of how social immune systems evolve. We conclude that superorganism
immunity is an adaptive suite of organismal traits that evolves to maximize the fitness
of advanced social insect colonies, fulfilling the same function as the immune system
of Metazoa.
Keywords: superorganism, disease, social evolution, major evolutionary transition, social immunity
INTRODUCTION
“Fixing attention on the honeybee. . .nothing like the immune system for detecting and combatting
microbial enemies is known to exist.”
–Hamilton, 1987
“The most general organismal character of the ant-colony is its individuality. Like the cell or the
person, it behaves as a unitary whole, maintaining its identity in space, resisting dissolution and, as a
general rule, any fusion with other colonies of the same or alien species.”
–Wheeler, 1911
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Major evolutionary transitions are a series of defining
moments in the history of life on earth where new, more complex
forms of life emerged (Smith and Szathmary, 1997; West et al.,
2015). At each transition, groups of previously free-living and
self-replicating individuals cooperated to such a degree that they
lost their independence, coalescing into a single distinct entity
that functions and replicates as one. Conflict between lower-level
constituent parts is negligible, such that the new higher-level
life form becomes the fitness-maximizing “biological individual”
(Queller and Strassmann, 2009; West et al., 2015). The underlying
process governing each of these transitions is social evolution
(Bourke, 2011; West et al., 2015) and examples include: genes
into genomes within cells giving rise to single-celled life; cells
into organisms resulting in the complex multicellular plants and
animals; and organisms into superorganisms, the evolution of
social insect colonies with obligate reproductive and worker roles.
One factor that has the potential to both hinder and
encourage evolutionary transitions, particularly at the organismal
and superorganismal level, are disease-causing pathogens and
parasites. Hamilton recognized that, due to low levels of
genetic diversity within these groups, disease should be a major
constraint on the evolution of multicellularity and insect sociality
(Hamilton, 1987). However, as the quote at the beginning of this
review reveals, Hamilton did not believe anything comparable
to the metazoan immune system to protect against disease had
evolved in social insects. Hamilton instead proposed outbreeding
to increase genetic diversity as the main mechanism that prevents
pathogens driving social insects to extinction (Hamilton, 1987).
Although increased genetic diversity via polygyny and polyandry
as a means to protect against disease is well supported
both theoretically and empirically (Baer and Schmid-Hempel,
1999; Schmid-Hempel and Crozier, 1999; Seeley and Tarpy,
2007), it nevertheless remains true that the majority of social
Hymenoptera retain a single-queen genetic bottleneck at some
point in their lifecycle, and most queens still mate with fewer than
two males on average (Boomsma and Ratnieks, 1996; Queller,
2000; Hughes et al., 2008a). Measures to increase genetic diversity
such as polyandry and polygyny seem to be especially rare in the
termites as colonies are usually founded by a single monogamous
pair (Shellman-Reeve, 1997). Interestingly, although termites
from outbred colonies exhibit reduced fungal susceptibility,
unrelated monogamous pairs are more likely to perish during
colony foundation than related pairs (Calleri et al., 2005, 2006).
Genetic diversity has, therefore, clearly not evolved as a universal
mechanism to reduce disease susceptibility in insect colonies.
Since Hamilton’s predictions, our understanding of how
social insects avoid, tolerate and resist pathogens and parasites
has expanded greatly. We now know that social insects have
evolved a variety of mechanisms to prevent and/or mitigate
the impact of disease. In 2007, Cremer et al. (2007) coined
the term social immunity to describe the collective immune
defenses present in insect colonies. Later, Cremer and Sixt
(2009) took the immunity analogy further, pointing out the
many ways in which social immunity in superorganisms plays
a functionally equivalent role to metazoan immunity (see also
Cremer et al., 2018; Cremer, 2019). In this review, our aim is
to build on the original hypothesis asserted by Cremer et al.
(2007) that, in superorganisms, social disease defense has evolved
beyond simple cooperation to function instead as a systemic
and indispensable “social immune system.” As we will see, the
evolution of biological individuality has repeatedly resulted in
the parallel emergence of a bespoke defense system that operates
at the level of the new individual (Bourke, 2011; Pradeu, 2013).
This defense system maintains the integrity of the individual,
be it a cell, organism or superorganism, by providing protective
functions that extend beyond disease defense. It may, therefore,
be possible to talk of a true immune system that provides
superorganism immunity in advanced social insect colonies
(Aanen, 2018), which could be used as a criterion for defining
what a biological individual is in social insects. We hope that
our review will be able to contribute positively to the debate on
the defining features of major evolutionary transitions (Godfrey-
Smith and Goodnight, 2013; Pradeu, 2013; Boomsma and Gawne,
2018), whilst providing clear directions for future research on
superorganism evolution, the most recent and arguably least
understood of the major evolutionary transitions.
SUPERORGANISMS AS BIOLOGICAL
INDIVIDUALS
Before we can explore the role of immunity in superorganism
evolution, we first need to discuss what we mean when we
talk of superorganisms, and, more broadly, organisms and
individuality (Figure 1). Debate and discussion surrounding
these terms abound, and there is seemingly no one answer that
satisfies both philosophers and biologists (Godfrey-Smith and
Goodnight, 2013). Most people have an intuitive understanding
of the term organism, which is exemplified by the paradigmatic
metazoan animal, yet universal classification remains difficult.
An often accepted hallmark of multicellular organismality is the
permanent sequestration of the germline early in development,
but this criterion excludes many plants, fungi and even
some animals, including sponges (Funayama, 2010), cnidarians
(Nishimiya-Fujisawa and Kobayashi, 2012), Acoela (De Mulder
et al., 2009), some helminths (Rink, 2013; Fields and Levin,
2018), and possibly echinoderms and annelid worms (Solana,
2013; Dannenberg and Seaver, 2018). These all appear to
harbor totipotent somatic cells but are clearly organisms (Clarke
and Okasha, 2013 and references therein). Such examples
support the view that the germline has not been unambiguously
sequestrated in either the metazoan or the urbilaterian ancestor
of animals (Extavour, 2007; Clarke and Okasha, 2013; Solana,
2013; Fierro-Constaín et al., 2017). Similarly, Wheeler defined
superorganisms as advanced social insects societies where worker
and queen castes are permanently differentiated into “soma”
and “germline” components, such that the worker can never
mate nor give rise to a new superorganism (Wheeler, 1911;
Boomsma and Gawne, 2018). However, cases that are difficult
to classify exist: many termite species – for example, most
multi-piece foraging/subterranean lower termites in the families
Mastotermitidae and Rhinotermitidae (Roisin, 2000) – form
complex, thousands-strong nests that are maintained, protected
and supplied with resources by a “true worker” caste. True
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termite workers split early on in development from the winged
dispersing caste that do not work (Shellman-Reeve, 1997; Korb
and Thorne, 2017). Nonetheless, true workers, including those
in some higher termite species (Roisin, 1990; Myles, 1999; da
Silva et al., 2019), can yield reproductively competent ergatoid
neotenics under certain conditions, such as the death of the
primary reproductive, which seems analogous to emergency
queen rearing in honeybees (Shellman-Reeve, 1997; Myles,
1999). Despite this totipotency, true workers typically behave as
altruistically as the permanently differentiated workers in other
social insect lineages: they perform brood care, leave the colony
to forage, and engage in altruistic hygiene (Chouvenc and Su,
2012; Korb et al., 2012; Davis et al., 2018). True workers also have
an extremely limited chance of independent reproduction; less
than 1% are estimated to become reproductive (Shellman-Reeve,
1997; Thorne, 1997; Korb et al., 2012; Korb and Thorne, 2017). In
contrast, less advanced single-piece nesting/wood-dwelling lower
termites have helper offspring (“false workers”) that are fully
totipotent: helpers and even pre-soldiers instars can reproduce
through nest inheritance, colony fusion events, or dispersal
(Shellman-Reeve, 1997; Thorne, 1997; Myles, 1999; Korb and
Schmidinger, 2004; Korb, 2006, 2007; Hoffmann and Korb, 2011;
Korb and Roux, 2012). Hence, termites with true workers appear
as superorganismal as species with permanently differentiated
castes, in that the reproductive-worker role is obligate and
specialized. To avoid excluding these potential superorganisms
and to aid comparisons across the major transitions, we will
adopt the biological individual terminology used extensively in
evolutionary biology, which defines the unit of selection as a
meaningful measure of individuality. A biological individual
can thus be a gene, cell, organism, or superorganism (Bourke,
2011; West et al., 2015). The important point is that natural
selection acts on and between these biological individuals, so
that it is the biological individual as a consolidated whole
that responds most to selection, accrues adaptions to maximize
its fitness, and so evolves over time (Queller, 2000; Bourke,
2011). One such adaptation that is thought to be essential for
biological individuals to emerge is immunity (Pradeu, 2013). In
the following section, we will see that immunity is an evolutionary
widespread adaptation, which can also help to define when a
major evolutionary transition has occurred.
IMMUNOLOGY AND INDIVIDUALITY
The concept of biological individuality is tightly linked to
immunology (Pradeu, 2012). For biological individuals to
emerge, evolve and adapt, they need to: (i) suppress the
independent evolution of their constituent parts, (ii) develop
a clear delineation of the “self ” that makes them biologically
unique, and (iii) prevent exploitation by infectious diseases
(Bourke, 2011; Pradeu, 2013). In the evolution of multicellularity
it is the immune system that acts as “policer,” eliminating non-
cooperating cells to prevent conflicts of fitness; “delineator,
setting the limits and boundaries of the organism (i.e.,
acting as gatekeeper); and “eradicator,” preventing infections
from spreading within, and causing the dissolution of, clonal
FIGURE 1 | Analogous features between (A) multicellular organisms and (B)
social insect superorganisms. (1) An organismal/colony existence is obligate
with distinct germline (red dots) and soma (white dots) roles. The germline
gives rise to both the sterile soma and additional germline entities. (2) The
germline reproduces the (super)organism. (3) Lifetime commitment, through
the fusion of gametes as a zygote in organisms and strict lifetime monogamy
between mated pairs in superorganisms, creates the conditions necessary for
the evolution of germline-soma differentiation, which in many, but not all,
metazoan and superorganismal lineages has also become fully sequestered
(see main text). (4) Superorganism fitness, akin to the fitness of an organism,
is measured not by the number of new insects it creates, but by the number
of new, independent superorganisms it produces.
aggregations (Pradeu, 2013). It is hypothesized that multicellular
immunity may have first evolved to prevent selfish mutations
arising that replicate at cost to the whole organism (though
modeling indicates this probably only occurs under specific
circumstances or as multicellular organisms grew larger; Queller,
2000) and to prevent fusion with, or invasion by, nonkin
cells, before secondarily evolving the ability to fight pathogens
(Pradeu, 2013).
We, like Pradeu (2013), argue that since immune systems
are so important for maintaining individual integrity – and are
universally present among all multicellular organisms including
plants, fungi and animals – that they may even precede
other more patchily distributed criteria, such as a sequestered
germline (Clarke and Okasha, 2013). Immune systems should
hence be considered key mechanisms that enable and maintain
transitions in individuality. For example, some form of crude
immunity seems to even be present in facultatively multicellular
organisms, such as Dictyostelium, suggesting that immunity
evolves concomitantly with the emergence of multicellularity
(Chen et al., 2007). Moreover, Pradeu (2013) reasons that
immunity has likely played a similarly pivotal role in other
major evolutionary transitions, in particular, the emergence of
unicellularity and superorganismality: in prokaryotes, Pradeu
hypothesizes that their form of immunity (the CRISPR-Cas
system) may have evolved to protect the biological individuality
of unicellular life (Horvath and Barrangou, 2010); whilst in
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superorganisms, “the immune system of the colony will make it
strongly cohesive in such a way that the colony will qualify as
an organism.”
Wheeler, as quoted at the beginning of this review, recognized
that social insect colonies possess the fundamental characteristics
of a biological individual, exhibiting a tight unity and functional
integration of its constituents (Figure 1). Additionally, he noted
that they remain the same whilst changing through time and
rarely fuse with other colonies. In Wheeler’s era, less was known
about the cooperative disease defenses of social insects. Now,
we are a better position to examine whether superorganismal
social insect colonies have evolved an immune system that
perpetuates the individuality of colonies, and, whether this
“social immune system” was as instrumental in the evolution
of superorganismality as immunity is thought to have been for
multicellularity (Pradeu, 2013).
SUPERORGANISM IMMUNITY
If superorganisms possess an immune system, we expect it
to exhibit certain properties. Chief among these is an ability
to police its constituent parts, mechanisms to maintain the
superorganism’s uniqueness and an ability to detect and eradicate
harmful entities; namely, parasites and pathogens (Bourke, 2011;
Pradeu, 2013). Based on the best studied immune systems, those
of the vertebrates, we might also predict other qualities and
phenomena, such as decentralized control and immunological
memory (Hofmeyr and Forrest, 1999). Moreover, we would
expect information sharing and the emergence of similar
network-based rules (Moses et al., 2019; Piñero and Solé, 2019).
In Table 1 we summarize some of the convergent properties of
multicellular and superorganismal immunity (based partly on:
Hofmeyr and Forrest, 1999). Below we discuss some of these
aspects in more detail. Although originally considered in early
examinations of colony-level immune systems (Cremer et al.,
2007; Cremer and Sixt, 2009), the role of immune policing
and the immunological delineation of the individual have been
largely neglected in recent discussions of social immune systems
(Cremer et al., 2018), which is likely due to a research focus
on microbial pathogens. Thus, in the following section, we
highlight the broader protective role of superorganism immunity
for superorganism integrity, expanding on earlier assessments by
Cremer et al. (2007), Cremer and Sixt (2009), and Bourke (2011).
Immune Policing of the Superorganism
Biological individuals cannot emerge and evolve if there is
significant selection and evolution of their lower-level constituent
parts (Gardner, 2013; Pradeu, 2013; West et al., 2015). Preventing
social cheaters with differential fitness is thus a reoccurring
challenge across the major evolutionary transitions (Queller,
2000; Bourke, 2011; Ågren et al., 2019). Genetic bottlenecking
in modern-day multicellular organisms severely limits selective
opportunities for selfish mutants (e.g., cancers) beyond one
generation (Queller, 2000; Michod, 2007). However, there was
likely to be more opportunity for selfishness and conflict in the
early stages of multicellularity, so that policing of constituent
parts was important to prevent selfish elements overwhelming
the germline (Michod and Roze, 2001; Michod, 2007). It is also
unclear how often social parasites of somatic origin (next section)
would evolve in the absence of modern-day immune policing
mechanisms that prevent cancers from evolving (Ågren et al.,
2019). In superorganisms, their modular structure, a degree of
individual control over caste fate, and the ability of workers to lay
haploid, unfertilised eggs (in hymenopteran societies) – coupled
with polyandry and/or polygyny in some species – creates more
potential for conflict and hence worker selfishness (Beekman
and Oldroyd, 2019 and references therein). Worker reproduction
is usually inhibited by the presence of a reproductive queen
that emits a pheromone signaling her fertility. These conserved
signals suppress the activation of worker ovaries and so act as
a form of “policing” (Van Oystaeyen et al., 2014). Reproductive
workers are rare when fertile queens are present; for example,
less than 1% of honeybee workers lay eggs (Bourke, 2019 and
references therein). Reproducing workers have been compared
to cancerous, somatic cell lineages in multicellular organisms,
which also selfishly replicate at catastrophic cost to the organism
(Tsuji and Dobata, 2011; Teseo et al., 2013). In multicellular
organisms, constant immunosurveillance by the immune system
identifies and eliminates mutant cells before they develop into
cancers via tumor-specific antigens present on malignant cells
(Dunn et al., 2002; Pradeu, 2013; Corthay, 2014; Feng et al., 2018).
In superorganisms, the main form of policing is workers seeking
out and eating the eggs of other workers, which they distinguish
from queen-laid eggs by specific chemical odors (Ratnieks and
Visscher, 1989). In clonal raider ants, where individuals are
genetically identical, all ants reproduce during specific phases of
the colony’s lifecycle. However, some ants continue to reproduce
uncontrollably outside of these phase, as they fail to respond
to regulating signals that control reproductive synchrony in the
colony (Teseo et al., 2013). These aberrantly replicating ants are
detected through divergent cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) and
killed by nestmates, similar to the organismal immune system
detecting malignant cells via cancer-specific antigens (Teseo
et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2018). Mutations that cause ants to
behave selfishly have also emerged in this species: by producing
more “germline-like” reproductive individuals, mutant lines
can monopolize reproduction in chimeric colonies and create
an opportunity for the evolution of social parasites (Teseo
et al., 2014); a similar result has been found in multicellular
cooperation, suggesting that mechanisms to supress the evolution
of cheaters is paramount to social stability (Teseo et al., 2013;
Bastiaans et al., 2016; Ågren et al., 2019). The removal of
dead, non-infectious insects has parallels with the removal of
dead, damaged, or dangerous cells in a body, which can also
be considered a form of policing (Pradeu, 2013). Apoptotic
cells not removed by phagocytes release noxious chemicals
that cause tissue inflammation (Nagata and Tanaka, 2017),
whilst dead insects left in the colony reduce worker and larvae
survival (Diez et al., 2014). Although historically studied from
a conflict resolution perspective, policing is clearly a general
mechanism to prevent constituent evolution and conflict of
fitness within superorganisms, which has direct analogs to the
immune policing that prevents intercellular conflicts in the
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Here we have highlighted what we believe to be the key properties that define what an immune system is and does. We give the ultimate function of these properties
and their proposed proximate mechanisms in organisms and superorganisms, but limit example references to superorganisms. Finally, we highlight some of the
gaps in our knowledge on superorganism immunity. For a more detailed appraisal of the functional similarities between organismal and colony-level immunity see
Cremer and Sixt (2009).
evolution of multicellular organisms (Bourke, 2011; Pradeu,
2013; Ågren et al., 2019). In both cases, policing by the
immune system ensures the cooperation of constituent parts
and hence maximal (super)organism fitness (Bourke, 2011).
Accordingly, we consider actively performed derived traits as
part of superorganism immunity (e.g., worker policing), whilst
traits that reduce conflict by default are not (e.g., a single-
queen bottleneck). This is consistent with the suppression of
tumors in multicellular organisms being part of organismal
immunity, whilst unitary inheritance (single zygote-bottleneck)
is not (Bourke, 2011 and references therein).
Immunological Uniqueness of the
Superorganism
It is essential that biological individuals establish a “boundary”
within which cooperation between constituents occurs so that
the benefits of cooperation circulate between kin (Queller, 2000;
West et al., 2015). Immune systems delimit these boundaries in
multicellular organisms by deciding what is accepted and rejected
as part of the organism (Pradeu, 2013) and allorecognition
systems seem to pre-date the evolution of obligate multicellularity
(West et al., 2007 and references therein). It is through
this process that the immune system maintains the unique
identity of the organism across its life, despite it continually
changing through growth, soma replacement and aging (Pradeu,
2012). Superorganisms establish their identity through chemical
signatures that permit similar “self ” recognition (Lenoir et al.,
1999). Each insect produces colony-specific, long-chain CHCs
on the surface of its body, which are mixed between individuals
to create a uniform colony odor. This odor changes over time
depending on the nest environment and the food consumed
so that it is truly unique to each colony (Lenoir et al., 1999).
Like the multicellular immune system that learns to recognize
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itself early during embryonic development, individual insects are
thought to learn their colony odor early in life, by developing
an internal representation of the odor, known as a template
(Lenoir et al., 1999; Bos and D’Ettorre, 2012). This template can
be acquired during the larval stage but seems to become fixed
during a time-sensitive window, shortly after adult emergence.
The template can still be updated though as colony odor
gradually changes over time. Workers discriminate self from
nonself by comparing the odor of individuals they meet with
their stored template; this results in cooperation when they
match and aggression when they differ (Lenoir et al., 1999;
Bos and D’Ettorre, 2012). Although it is possible to artificially
fuse colonies and replace queens (e.g., during beekeeping), this
requires a period of forced habituation, so that odors can
presumably become mixed or the template is updated. Under
natural conditions, colony fusion is prevented by guard insects
that decide who enters the colony and the identification of
intruders by all workers within the nest (Lenoir et al., 1999;
Bourke, 2011). The “boundaries” of the superorganism are
hence established through this odor-based recognition or colony
surveillance system (Bourke, 2011).
Although colony fusion events are relatively rare in
superorganisms owing to their effective self-nonself recognition
system (Lenoir et al., 1999; Kronauer et al., 2010), colony identity
and stability is at risk from interspecific social parasitism (Teseo
et al., 2014), caused by “soma” and “germline” parasites. In
the cape honeybee, for example, a strain of parasitic workers
has evolved that transmits horizontally between colonies of a
closely related subspecies to lay female eggs via thelytokous
parthenogenesis. They give rise to more parasitic workers
(Martin et al., 2002) and too many can cause colony collapse.
This is remarkably similar to transmissible cancers in organisms,
such as the facial tumors of Tasmanian devils (Tsuji and Dobata,
2011; Teseo et al., 2013). In both cases, these parasites are an
asexual lineage of somatic origin that has broken free from
their natal (super)organism to infect other (super)organisms
(Bourke, 2011). Although our understanding of how somatic
parasites evade the immune system is still developing, the
high virulence of such diseases places a strong selection
pressure on hosts to rapidly adapt (Epstein et al., 2016). We
predict that workers evolve stronger discrimination abilities
in populations where parasites are present, as well as rapid
behavioral responses to kill parasites before they infect the
colony. Germline parasites are queens that invade colonies
of closely related species. Germline parasites either take up
residence alongside the true queen or kill her to monopolize
reproduction. They then either replace the colony soma with
their own offspring or rely on the hosts’ leftover workforce to
raise their sexual brood (Brandt et al., 2005a). Germline parasites
that hijack host reproduction are not, as far we are aware,
known in metazoan organisms, but exist in colonial organisms
(Cremer and Sixt, 2009 and references therein). Increased
self-nonself discrimination, enhanced defensive behaviors,
and the evacuation of the host queen are all mechanisms that
colonies utilize to prevent germline infections. It is believed most
germline parasites are successfully killed when trying to invade a
colony (Brandt et al., 2005a).
Immune Elimination of Pathogens and
Parasites
Protection against microbial pathogens has been reviewed
extensively elsewhere (Cremer et al., 2007, 2018; Cremer and
Sixt, 2009; Wilson-Rich et al., 2009; Evans and Spivak, 2010;
Rosengaus et al., 2011; Cremer, 2019), but to summarize the
key findings, we see the evolution of colony-level resistance
and possibly tolerance mechanisms against microbial diseases
in social insects. Resistance encompasses all traits that limit
the probability of infection, as well those that reduce pathogen
load and lead to pathogen clearance. For example, this includes
infection avoidance (Tranter et al., 2015; Pereira and Detrain,
2020), grooming (Hughes et al., 2002; Reber et al., 2011; Tragust
et al., 2013a,b), the use of antimicrobials (Stow et al., 2007;
Tragust et al., 2013a; Pull et al., 2018b), and reorganization of
social networks (Stroeymeyt et al., 2018). Resistance mechanisms
affect pathogen fitness and so can select for higher pathogen
virulence over time (Cremer et al., 2018). Tolerance is the ability
of organisms to cope with the damage caused by a pathogen,
rather than targeting the pathogen itself. Consequently, tolerance
mechanisms do not reduce pathogen load, hence relaxing
selection on pathogen virulence (Råberg et al., 2009; Kutzer
and Armitage, 2016). Although rarely studied, there is some
evidence that colonies can tolerate the impact of infected workers
on colony fitness (Scharf et al., 2012). Indeed, recent work has
shown that “lazy” workers specializing on inactivity act as a
reserve for when the rest of the worker force is compromised
(Charbonneau et al., 2017). This could be a faster mechanism
of “soma” replacement than raising new workers from eggs
(Cremer et al., 2018). Whether a colony opts for resistance
or tolerance will depend on pathogen–host ecology and life
history. Highly virulent pathogens should generally always elicit
resistance, though annual societies may opt for tolerance over
costly resistance, where possible, to maximize reproduction
over their comparatively short colony lifespans. Schmid-Hempel
(1998) and Boomsma et al. (2005) give extensive summaries on
how host life history affects social insect pathogen assemblages
and disease protection mechanisms.
Social insect colonies are infested with a startling diversity
of other organisms, which range from benign, non-specific
associations, to extremely host-specific, co-evolved parasites
(Schmid-Hempel, 1998). Although some parasites cause
considerable damage to colony health when they act as vectors
of other diseases or prevent queen reproduction, they generally
seem to have low impacts. Like larger intercellular parasites of
animals, which often exist “outside” of the body (e.g., worms in
the digestive tract, lice in feathers), these larger colony parasites
may be harder to remove because they are not susceptible to
many of the superorganism’s immunity defenses. Indeed, many
social insect parasites have morphological adaptations to protect
them from attack and/or develop chemical profiles that closely
match their host, making them undetectable (Schmid-Hempel,
1998). Consequently, many parasites, especially those that have
low levels of virulence, are likely to be tolerated. However,
encapsulation of parasites (Neumann et al., 2001) and, in heavy
infestations, nest abandonment are more drastic options (Cremer
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et al., 2007). In general, although some systems are well studied
(e.g., the Varroa mite; Rosenkranz et al., 2010), less is known
about how social insects cope with macro parasites, and this
remains an area for exciting future research.
Immunological Cognitive Networks
Organismal cellular immunity is an example of a living cognitive
network (Piñero and Solé, 2019). Living cognitive networks
are defined by the ability to process information (carry out
computations) and draw on past events (possess a form of
memory) in order to optimize group-level decision-making.
Although the brain is a classic example of a cognitive network
that is neuronaly based, this is not a requirement for cognitive
network formation in general. We propose that, like the
organismal immune system, superorganism immunity functions
as an aneural “liquid brain,” where, unlike neuronaly based
“solid” brains, the nodes of the cognitive network (immune
cells or workers) have no fixed physical location. As in
traditional solid brains, interactions based on simple rules
between individuals can lead to complex emergent cognitive
outputs at the superorganism-level, which are not inherently
known to the individuals that make up the network (Couzin
and Franks, 2003; Piñero and Solé, 2019), i.e., computation by
distributed processing (Gordon, 2016). Collective cognition in
both social insect and immune networks share additional key
traits aside from their liquid-like nature. The first is somatic
division of labor, which is epitomized by the different task-
performing groups of social insects and the diverse effector
cells found in the immune system. The second trait relates
to the similarities in the algorithms that describe the search
dynamics of social insects and immune cells. Recent work has
highlighted how both adopt a variety of directional as well as
random search strategies dependent on the environment and
availability of stimuli (Moses et al., 2019). Both rely on frequent
contacts between nodes (individuals/cells) as well as on physical
structures, such as nest tunnels or vasculature, for guiding
movements. A key unifying property is that “there is no one best
search strategy that can be used for all search problems [. . .];
instead searchers change how they move and interact with each
other and the physical environment in response to specific search
problems in specific environments.” (Moses et al., 2019). A search
problem common to both types of network is the existence of
a trade-off between search speed and accuracy, with optimal
algorithms depending in both cases on the spatial layout and
temporal stability of targets in the environment. With respect
to random searches, studies combining modeling and empirical
approaches have revealed important similarities in the random
search strategies adopted by ants and T cells (Fricke et al., 2016),
though it is unknown if workers utilize such search strategies
to conduct colony-level immunosurveillance (Table 1). These
findings reveal that fundamental shared tasks between individual
and social immune systems (such as the differentiation between
self/non-self and the treatment of invading microorganisms) may
be regulated by convergent mechanisms of collective action.
In summary, there is compelling evidence that
superorganisms have evolved an immune system that contributes
significantly to their unique individuality. Although more
comparative data are needed, it may even be possible to
determine when insect societies have reached key milestones
in superorganism evolution by examining the status of their
colony-level immune system development. Hence, as discussed
in more detail in sections to come, we suggest that, as with the
evolution of multicellularity, immune system evolution could be
an important criterion for determining when key steps along the
road to superorganismality have been taken.
THE ROLE OF IMMUNITY IN THE MAJOR
TRANSITION TO
SUPERORGANISMALITY
In this section, we examine how disease and selection for
immunity may have shaped the transition to superorganismality
(Figure 2). Major evolutionary transitions can be broken
down into three steps, as defined by Bourke (2011): (1)
group formation concerns the genetic and ecological factors
that initially favor social life, (2) group maintenance prevents
exploitation of the social group (e.g., from selfish and parasitic
elements), and (3) group transformation is the development
of the group into a complex, integrated biological individual.
Although group formation and maintenance possibly overlap
(West et al., 2015), we consider them separately in order
to partition traits that promote group-living from post-group
formation adaptations that evolved specifically to protect the
new individual. Following Bourke, we use the broad term
“group” to describe these processes, though only groups formed
FIGURE 2 | Disease and the emergence of a major transition. (1) Disease
causing agents have the potential to both hinder and promote the formation of
a social group. For example, an increase in the risk of disease due to the close
proximity of relatives may select against group formation, whilst additive
effects of individual immunity and cooperative disease defense may positively
select for sociality. (2) Once a group has formed, the aforementioned increase
in the cost of disease may outweigh the benefits afforded by sociality.
Consequently, pre-existing individual-level disease defenses should be
co-opted and elaborated to maintain group integrity instead. Additional
disease defenses that function specifically to protect the group are therefore
predicted to evolve, such as self/non-self recognition and an ability to deal
with infected group members. (3) Group transformation into a cohesive,
complex biological individual. Increases in complexity (e.g., number of cell or
worker types) and size both encourage and require a corresponding increase
in immune defenses, as larger, more complex biological individuals are
expected to encounter a greater diversity and number of disease-causing
agents. (Figure inspired by West et al., 2015).
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through direct co-ancestry (e.g., aggregations of clonal cells or
families with retained offspring) can potentially undergo a major
transition in individuality (Boomsma and Gawne, 2018 and
references therein).
Group Formation
Formation of a cooperating group is the first step towards a major
transition (Bourke, 2011; West et al., 2015). Two conditions favor
the evolution of cooperation: ecological and efficiency benefits
that encourage cooperation and a mechanism to direct those
benefits back to the actor or its relatives (West et al., 2015). The
latter is achieved through kin selection where helping relatives
ensures shared genes are passed on to the next generation.
Benefits promoting cooperation are numerous and well-studied,
but the role of disease has largely been neglected (but examples
include, Rosengaus et al., 2013; Cole and Rosengaus, 2019;
Nuotclà et al., 2019). Although disease has long been considered
an antagonist that hinders group formation (Freeland, 1976;
Hamilton, 1987), the view that group-living increases infection
risk is over-simplistic; studies searching for a correlation between
group living and disease risk have produced mixed results
(Wilson et al., 2003; Nunn et al., 2015; Ezenwa et al., 2016). On
the one hand, this may be due to the evolution of derived traits
in social animals that compensate for an increased infection risk
(Ezenwa et al., 2016), but on the other, there are likely innate
benefits to group-living that reduce the impact of infectious
disease. For colonies of cells and insects, the additive effects
of individual defenses, i.e., autonomous immunity in cells and
individual immunity in insects, may reduce the overall risk of
infection in the group and so foster cooperation (e.g., percolation
within a heterogenous network; Sander et al., 2002). For example,
the individual use of antimicrobial substances by cells and
insects in the same space could create a barrier against disease
transmission in their nests. Indeed, many solitary and subsocial
insects have been shown to use antimicrobial substances, which,
in family groups, have important impacts on offspring growth
and development (Cotter et al., 2013; Diehl et al., 2015; Meunier,
2015). When close kin live together with little competition, there
is no disadvantage to providing direct aid to others; for example,
grooming can easily be directed to others instead of oneself.
Group-living may also provide indirect benefits that aid recovery
from infections, since resource acquisition and other tasks that
trade-off with immunity are shared, allowing sick individuals
to invest resources into clearing and recovering from infection
(Hart, 1990; Ezenwa et al., 2016). Additionally, this may confer
improved tolerance to infections where the impact it has on the
host is ameliorated, e.g., through increased food consumption
(Almberg et al., 2015), leading eventually to reduced pathogen
virulence. Pathogen evolution and diversity could be altered by
simple social behaviors, such as grooming, leading to disrupted
within-host pathogen dynamics during coinfections that result in
altered pathogen communities and virulence (Milutinovic´ et al.,
2020). This could select for group-living if it positively affects
host fitness. Much like during the evolution of the individual
immune system, many of the building blocks of superorganism
immunity (e.g., hygienic behaviors, external immune activity,
etc.) are widespread in non-social insect lineages (Bulmer et al.,
2012; Otti et al., 2014; Meunier, 2015). Therefore, initially
simple, cooperative behaviors such as grooming, combined with
means to deploy disinfectants into the external environment,
could both protect the group and encourage further cooperation
(Esparza-Mora et al., 2020).
Group Maintenance
Once a group has formed, mechanisms to maintain cooperation
should evolve that prevent social cheaters, pathogens and
parasites from driving newly emerged groups to extinction
(Godfrey-Smith and Goodnight, 2013). Social cheaters harm the
group by using its resources but not contributing back. True
parasites and pathogens are more likely to spread in groups of
relatives, since there is no to little genetic diversity in a colony
of clonal cells or insect relatives (Hamilton, 1987). Moreover, in
groups of mutually dependent individuals, be they cells or insects,
a single infected individual is a hazard to all others: cells and
insects that have lost their totipotency cannot simply disperse and
reproduce elsewhere when infection breaks out (they are “all in
the same boat”; Ågren et al., 2019), even within the more modular
insect colonies (Chouvenc and Su, 2012; Loreto and Hughes,
2016). Hence, at this stage, selection should produce defenses
that evolve specifically to promote the health of the group, via
inclusive fitness benefits, as well as ways to deal with lethal
infections. This requires an ability to detect social cheaters and
diseases, as discussed above. Recall that cancerous cells possess
specific antigens that guide their immune elimination (Urban
and Schreiber, 1992; Feng et al., 2018), worker laid eggs an odor
that differs to queen laid eggs (Ratnieks and Visscher, 1989),
and aberrantly reproducing workers in clonal raider ants have
divergent CHC profiles (Teseo et al., 2013). Diseased insects
also smell differently to their nestmates and so can be actively
eliminated from the colony (Richard et al., 2008; Swanson et al.,
2009; Baracchi et al., 2012; Pull et al., 2018b). There is also
evidence for the mechanical “pushing out” of cancerous cells
clumps from proliferative tissue (Hogan et al., 2009; Ågren et al.,
2019). At this stage chemical communication is most likely to be
based on simple cues triggered by illness/damage, but, because
groups are composed of kin, the use of signals that are actively
broadcast may also evolve in more complex groups (Cremer et al.,
2018). Signaling of intracellular infections is also paramount
in the elimination of compromised cells in a body (Grimsley
and Ravichandran, 2003; Ravichandran, 2010; Feng et al., 2018).
Moreover, at this step, immune defenses help to delineate the
group, i.e., determine what is self and what is non-self, a feature
that also emerged very early during the evolutionary origins of
animal multicellularity (Müller et al., 1999; Pradeu, 2012). Over
time, the accumulation of immunity adaptations that police social
cheaters, maintain group identity and prevent infection, led to
the formation of stable groups beginning to show organism-
like design.
Group Transformation Into a Biological
Individual
In rare instances, some stable, cooperating groups developed
permanent separation of helper and reproductive roles and
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underwent a major transition, forming a new kind of biological
individual. In many multicellular organisms (such as higher
metazoans), the soma component loses its totipotency completely
during this transition, and soma and germline roles become
irreversibly independent. However, a fully sequestered germline
is not generally required for major transitions in fraternal
organism evolution (Queller, 2000), as evidenced by its absence
in plants and early branching metazoan phyla (Extavour, 2007;
Radzvilavicius et al., 2016; Fierro-Constaín et al., 2017). In
contrast, group-adapted immune systems are conserved and
taxonomically widespread, so may be a more useful criterion
for defining major transitions in biological individuality (Pradeu,
2013). This is not to denigrate the importance of germ-soma
segregation during the evolution of (metazoan) complexity,
where it is clearly correlated with greater individual size and
complexity, but we hypothesize that this emerges in parallel to
or even after the foundations of a group-level immune system
have been established. In metazoan immunity, evidence of a core
ancestral immune system is well described (see next section),
yet effector cell and immune pathway diversity varies greatly
between animal phyla, with mechanisms of adaptive immunity
appearing to be restricted to arguably more complex animal
lineages (Müller et al., 2018). A comprehensive quantitative
comparison of immune system and organismal complexity (as
defined by cell-type, tissue diversity and degree of germ-soma
segregation) has to our knowledge not been conducted in
Metazoa, though, generally, larger organisms have more cell
types (Bonner, 2004; Strassmann and Queller, 2007) and a fully
sequestered germline. Hence, we predict that gradients of animal
complexity, size and immune specialization should be positively
correlated with each other. A gradient of complexity is also
apparent among social insects (based on colony size and the
number of different worker types; Bonner, 1993; Strassmann and
Queller, 2007) including species whose colonies have ostensibly
passed an evolutionary point of no return in individuality
(Ferguson-Gow et al., 2014; Bourke, 2019). With an increase in
size and complexity the probability of infection is likely to rise,
and available data on parasite richness suggest this relationship
holds true (Schmid-Hempel, 1998). A higher density of hosts with
more intricate interactions facilitates greater disease transmission
in larger colonies; additionally, they are a larger target with more
niches for parasites to exploit. For example, different parasite
taxa preferentially select small or larger worker castes within a
colony as hosts (Schmid-Hempel, 1998). In the fungus-growing
ants (higher attines), larger workers that are morphologically
specialized for leaf-cutting have small metapleural glands relative
to their size and more porous infrabuccal filters than smaller
workers, rendering them more susceptible to parasites (Hughes
et al., 2002, 2008b). Furthermore, higher levels of foraging
and nest expansion in large colonies should increase pathogen
exposure and transmission. Consequently, escalating colony size,
complexity, and integration will require a corresponding scaling
in immunity. Comparative studies between species demonstrate
an increase in the strength of antimicrobials used by bees that
correlates which correlates with colony size and complexity
(Stow et al., 2007). Within species, denser and/or larger colonies
produces higher immunocompetence in workers (Ruiz-Gonzalez
et al., 2009; Armitage and Boomsma, 2010) and larger colonies
have increased survival when exposed to pathogens compared to
small ones (Leclerc and Detrain, 2018). Since larger colonies have
more workers, exhibit advanced self-organization and increased
task specialization, immunity itself should also become more
integrated and complex with colony size. With more workers
some colony members may be able to specialize on immunity
roles (e.g., waste management; Eyer et al., 2013) and novel
disease-related tasks can evolve, such as colony-level medication
with substances collected from the environment (Chapuisat et al.,
2007; Simone-Finstrom and Spivak, 2012; Bos et al., 2015);
such behavior is less likely to evolve in smaller societies as the
limited number of workers should prioritize essential functions
such as food collection. As well as the active elimination of
sick individuals by nestmates, self-removal mechanisms should
also occur: cellular apoptosis (Michod and Roze, 2001) and
social apoptosis (“self-removal”; Rueppell, 2004; Heinze and
Walter, 2010; Rueppell et al., 2010; Bos et al., 2012; Page et al.,
2016; Leclerc and Detrain, 2017) allow individuals to isolate
themselves, thereby protecting their kin (Ugelvig and Cremer,
2007; Stroeymeyt et al., 2018). The causal relationship between
the emergence of these advanced traits and superorganism
complexity is unclear, and we are open to the view that selection
on social immune traits due to ecological pressure could have
also facilitated subsequent increases in complexity, rather than
vice versa. Although an entirely open area of research, we expect
large, more cohesive colonies to have efficient, rapid responses
to disease, greater worker specialization for dealing with disease,
and an increased protection of their highly specialized but more
vulnerable queens, compared to smaller, less complex species.
EVOLUTION OF SUPERORGANISM
IMMUNITY
Several interesting and open questions arise from an
immunological perspective of the major evolutionary
transitions: do immune systems evolve before a full transition
to individuality? Is it possible to undergo a major evolutionary
transition without some form of immunity? In the transition to
multicellularity some form of immunity probably evolved before
biological individuality became fixed and pre-adaptions existed
that facilitated immune system evolution. Given their strong,
evolutionary convergences (Cremer and Sixt, 2009), organismal
and superorganismal immune system evolution likely followed
similar patterns.
In organismal immunity, many of the building blocks that
make up antimicrobial defense mechanisms can be traced back
to progenitor elements found in simpler ancestors. A classic
example of this is the RNAi pathway, a conserved intracellular
defense system of eukaryotes, which consists of an evolutionarily
agglomeration of components derived from diverse prokaryotic
ancestors (Shabalina and Koonin, 2008). The co-option and
reuse of the same, probably ancient, protein domains appear
widespread in the evolution of eukaryotic innate immunity
(Richter and Levin, 2019). Importantly, the emergence of novel
forms of immunity occurred concomitantly with the major
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transitions in eukaryotic complexity, and many of these immune
functions have been retained ever since. For example, in animals,
the Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling pathway is a key host
immune receptor cascade involved in vertebrate innate immunity
(Akira, 2003). But fully functioning Toll/TLR signaling pathways
are also found in distantly related animal phyla such as Drosophila
(Lemaitre et al., 1996) and non-bilaterian animals such as
Porifera and Cnidaria (Wiens et al., 2006; Hemmrich et al., 2007;
Franzenburg et al., 2012). This demonstrates that an immune role
for TLR-signaling evolved early in animal evolution and has been
conserved across Metazoa ever since. Effector immune cells are
also present from sponges through to mammals and are essential
for innate immunity (Buchmann, 2014). Highly conserved
cysteine-rich scavenger receptors, as well as G-protein coupled
receptor genes, are found across the metazoans, which facilitate
effector cell adhesion, self/non self-recognition, phagocytosis
and melanization (Müller et al., 1999; Dzik, 2010; Pita et al.,
2018). The importance of effector cells in the evolution of
multicellular life is highlighted by the slime mould Dictyostelium,
a facultatively multicellular organism possessing sentinel cells
that engulf bacteria and sequester toxins (Chen et al., 2007). Some
sentinel cell and phagocytic functions in Dictyostelium (Chen
et al., 2007) involve a TIR-domain containing protein, as well as
other signal transducers and activators of transcription that have
gene homologs in animals (Dunn et al., 2018), again hinting that
these may have evolved early on in multicellular evolution.
Three conclusions emerge from research on organismal
immune system evolution that might provide useful insights
for studying the evolution of immunity during the major
transition to superorganismality: (i) New forms of immunity are
constructed from diverse and often unrelated building blocks
found in simpler ancestors; (ii) Progenitor building blocks
are repeatedly co-opted into immune roles in independent
evolutionary lineages; and (iii) New forms of immunity are highly
conserved following a major transition, although modifications
and additions to core immune processes are widespread.
Although the study of disease defense in group-living insects
is an important and fascinating area of research in its own
right (Cotter and Kilner, 2010; Van Meyel et al., 2018),
studies on subsocial and family based cooperative breeders –
the most likely ancestors of superorganisms (Linksvayer and
Wade, 2005; Nalepa, 2015; Boomsma and Gawne, 2018;
Cole and Rosengaus, 2019) – could prove especially useful
comparative models for exploring the evolution of social
immune systems (e.g., Nuotclà et al., 2019). Indeed, many
solitary, familial and aggregative insects possess behavioral
and physiological adaptations, such as pathogen avoidance,
grooming and the production of antimicrobials (de Roode and
Lefèvre, 2012; Meunier, 2015). How these traits become co-
opted and modified with the transition to superorganismality,
so that they provide colony-level immunity instead of individual
protection, is unknown. However, many of the adaptations
that we believe are necessary for a social immune system
(Table 1) seem to be missing in most non-superorganisms
(Meunier, 2015), appearing only in advanced taxa “close” to
the superorganismal threshold. Whether this is a true reflection
or sampling bias remains to be seen but suggests that novel
evolutionary innovations are also important. Although we lack
sufficient data to make firm conclusions about the evolution
of immunity in social insects, we can speculate, broadly,
how superorganism immunity likely emerged concomitantly
with the evolution of superorganisms, from their family based
ancestors (Figure 3).
Families With Parental Care
Families are temporary associations between parent and
offspring, where either one or both parents provide care to
young that disperse once independent (Clutton-Brock, 1991). All
individuals are totipotent and the group dissolves once parental
care is no longer required. In insects, families with parental
care are often termed subsocial to highlight their incipient role
in social evolution (Wilson, 1971). Family life with parental
care is the first step towards the evolution of complex sociality
across the animal kingdom (Hughes et al., 2008a; Chak et al.,
2017; Downing et al., 2020). Lifetime monogamy between
parents generates maximal sibling relatedness (Boomsma,
2009; Downing et al., 2016, 2020), whilst parental care creates
an avenue for helpers to evolve, by putting off dispersal and
providing sibling care instead (Holman, 2014).
Parental care seems to have also played an incipient role
in the evolution of social immune systems. Based on extant
examples, we expect the subsocial ancestors of superorganisms
to have already possessed personal immunity (physiological and
behavioral defenses) and exhibited at least some form of parental
behavior (either direct brood rearing or nest defense), including
extended disease protection of offspring (Linksvayer and Wade,
2005; Trumbo, 2012; Nalepa, 2015; Cole and Rosengaus, 2019).
One hypothesis, backed by transcriptomic data, is that an earlier
expression of parental care genes in retained offspring provided
the substrate upon which helper behavior in societies evolved
(Linksvayer and Wade, 2005; Rehan et al., 2014). Both ant
queens and termite pairs undertake a variety of behavioral disease
defenses during colony foundation that are later performed by
workers (Chouvenc et al., 2011; Pull and Cremer, 2017; Cole and
Rosengaus, 2019), but whether this is evidence that social disease
defenses emerge from parental care requires elucidation.
In many Hemiptera, the only parental care provided by
mothers is the guarding of eggs from parasitoids, with mothers
immediately abandoning their young when they hatch (Wilson,
1971). More widely, preventing microbial or parasitic infection of
eggs and young is observed in many taxa (Trumbo, 2012; Cotter
et al., 2013). Constructing nests in which to lay eggs and raise
young is common and often takes place in microbialy rich soil or
wood (Trumbo, 2012). Such behavior imposes a need on parents
to evolve antimicrobial defenses that keep the nest environment
sanitary; consequently, the use of exocrine gland compounds,
antimicrobial faeces and the segregation of potentially harmful
waste are commonly observed (Meunier, 2015). Moreover, when
food is provided to developing brood it also requires processing
so that it does not become a source of contagion, and to prevent
microorganisms outcompeting the insect’s young. This has been
well studied in burying beetles and beewolfs, where parents use
chemicals and/or form permanent symbiosis with antibiotic-
producing microbes, to manage microbial communities on food
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FIGURE 3 | The evolution of superorganism immunity. Superorganisms evolve from subsocial and family based cooperatively breeding ancestors with full-sibling
helpers, termed the “subsocial route” to sociality. (1) In insect families [e.g., earwig mother and offspring (a)], extended parental care is primarily administered from
parent to offspring to increase the chances of offspring survival and thus parent reproductive success. Both solitary and subsocial insects express many behaviors
that appear to have acted as the building blocks upon which social immune systems later evolved. (2) In family based cooperative breeders, some totipotent
offspring are retained as helpers at the nest to raise additional siblings. There is considerable variation in insect cooperatively breeding systems, with helpers in some
species gaining most of their fitness through independent reproduction, whereas others derive most, if not all, fitness indirectly. Consequently, the evolution of
incipient social immune systems in more advanced societies may be observed (i.e., the single piece nesting lower termites). However, in less complex societies
where most/all individuals readily disperse [e.g., Xyleborinus ambrosia beetles (b)], social disease defenses are predicted to be less advanced. Hence, we expect
social disease protection of individuals, but not a true social immune system. (3) In contrast, obligate worker altruism and the subsequent “transfer of fitness” to the
colony-level selects for the evolution of a true immune system in superorganisms. This superorganism immunity is a higher-level adaptation that maximizes
superorganism fitness. We predict significant variation in immune system protection that reflects the degree of “individuation” found among superorganisms, i.e.,
from less advanced [e.g., bumblebees (c)] to more advanced linages [e.g., honeybees (d) and fungus-growing termites (e)]. Photos by: (a) Tom Oates, 2010, available
at Wikimedia Commons (CC BY-SA 3.0: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en), (b) Peter Biedermann, (c) Victoria Blanchard, (d,e) Pixabay.com.
and prevent spoilage (Kaltenpoth et al., 2005; Rozen et al., 2008;
Herzner et al., 2011; Rosengaus et al., 2013; Shukla et al., 2018).
As a consequence of parental care, many pre-adaptations,
such as grooming, antimicrobial secretions, the formation of
stable microbial symbioses, and rudimentary nest structures
existed that could have facilitated transitions in insect social
complexity, by limiting the impact of disease in prototypical
colonies (Figure 4). Moreover, when independent reproduction
is risky (Kennedy et al., 2018), the enhanced protection provided
by extended parental care may have acted as an additional
incentive for offspring to stay with their parents instead, where
they can gain both indirect fitness through raising siblings and
potentially direct fitness through nest inheritance (Downing
et al., 2018; Cole and Rosengaus, 2019). When this switch occurs,
family life evolves beyond simple parent-offspring associations,
to cooperatively breeding families.
Family Based Co-operative Breeders
Cooperative breeders are social groups that exhibit alloparental
care. Some individuals help raise offspring that are not their own
but, importantly, retain the ability to reproduce in the future
(Crespi and Yanega, 1995; Clutton-Brock, 2002). Only family
based groups that originate through offspring retention express
complex sociality with reproductive division of labor; this is
apparent in cooperatively breeding insects (Hughes et al., 2008a;
Boomsma, 2009; Boomsma and Gawne, 2018), crustaceans (Chak
et al., 2017), birds (Downing et al., 2020), and mammals (Jarvis,
1981; Lukas and Clutton-Brock, 2013). Family based cooperative
breeders are the most likely pre-cursors of superorganisms
(Boomsma and Gawne, 2018), and have hence also been termed
facultatively eusocial (Crespi and Yanega, 1995; Boomsma and
Gawne, 2018). Insect examples include polistine wasps, the gall-
forming thrips and aphids and ambrosia beetles (Choe and
Crespi, 1997; Boomsma and Gawne, 2018).
In these family based cooperative breeders, hygienic measures
that are otherwise performed as part of parental care can now be
used instead as part of sib-care. Due to pre-existing adaptations
from parental care (previous section), each individual is already
equipped with behaviors and morphological structures that
can provide cooperative disease care within their natal nest,
which may result in enhanced disease protection of the family
group (Nuotclà et al., 2019). For example, helpers grooming
the brood and one another, social microbial management,
proactive nest hygiene and the production of antimicrobial
substances are frequently found (Benton and Foster, 1992;
Turnbull et al., 2012; Biedermann and Rohlfs, 2017; Nuotclà
et al., 2019). Within the cooperative breeders, we find a
gradient of social complexity, with the social aphids and
thrips and their physically differentiated soldier castes, sitting
close to the superorganismal border (Boomsma and Gawne,
2018). Closer still are the many one-piece/wood-dwelling lower
termites, such as Zootermopsis. In such species, colony life is
obligate and perennial, queens are moderately specialized for
reproduction and pre-soldier instars can become reproductive
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FIGURE 4 | Emergence and diversification of superorganism immunity. Adaptations that may have evolved prior to – and thus enabled – the transition to
superorganismality are listed in the order we hypothesize they might appear, as an insect family approaches superorganismality. Colony-level immunity undergoes a
systemic diversification and specialization to become a social immune system in superorganisms (blue box) that is functionally equivalent to an individual immune
system. (1) Numerous pre-adaptions present in subsocial ancestors, such as pathogen detection, grooming and antimicrobial use, may have facilitated initial insect
cooperation. (2) As insect family groups become larger and more interdependent, adaptations are predicted to evolve to counter the increased risk of disease
inherent to kin-structured groups living in close social proximity, i.e., detection and/or elimination of sick family members (e.g., either avoidance or
cannibalism/exclusion from nest). Additionally, mechanisms to police social cheaters and allorecognition should emerge to maintain social stability. (3) The evolution
of altruistic hygiene, where helpers risk survival to augment the fitness of siblings is predicted in species where worker individuals accrue a large but not total
proportion of fitness indirectly. Specializations for disease-related tasks are predicted and an incipient social immune system emerges. (4) Where reproductive-worker
roles become effectively obligate, social immune systems with corresponding levels of diversification, specialization and intricacy are predicted to emerge (blue box).
(Myles, 1986), although this capacity is lost following the final
soldier moult (Thorne, 1997). The helpers (“false-workers”)
behave altruistically but are totipotent and, aside from individuals
destined to become soldiers, can independently reproduce under
the right colony conditions (either by dispersing or through
nest inheritance; Shellman-Reeve, 1997; Myles, 1999; Korb et al.,
2012; Boomsma and Gawne, 2018). Their colonies are also small,
have simple nest architecture, and helpers lack any clear task
specialization (Rosengaus and Traniello, 1993). Although social
disease defenses are clearly documented in other cooperative
breeders (Benton and Foster, 1992; Turnbull et al., 2012; Nuotclà
et al., 2019), decades of work by Rosengaus (Rosengaus et al., 2011
and references therein) shows that collective immune defenses
are very well-developed in Zootermopsis: for example, grooming
is effective against highly virulent pathogens (Rosengaus et al.,
1998), they inform nestmates of the presence of pathogens
(Rosengaus et al., 1999) and they produce effective antimicrobials
(Rosengaus et al., 2004).
It is probably no coincidence that Zootermopsis and one-
piece nesting termite species (Calleri et al., 2010), which seem to
have progressed some way towards superorganismality due to the
presence of a permanent and irreversible physical soldier caste,
have considerable cooperative disease defenses. This suggests that
collective immune defenses evolve before – and probably thus
enable – transitions to superorganismality. We believe there are
several reasons for this: when offspring are retained at the nest
as helpers, the per capita risk of disease increases due to the
density of potential hosts and the frequency of social interactions
between them (Schmid-Hempel, 1998); nests begin to accumulate
larger amounts of dangerous waste; and, chiefly, since family
based groups are by definition closely related, they are more
susceptible to the same pathogens, which is especially true in
clonal and inbred species (Hamilton, 1987; Chapman et al., 2000;
Abbot et al., 2001). When the presence of helpers reduces the
cost of disease for parents, even initially small effects on parental
fitness could select for further social immune elaborations in
retained offspring (Holman, 2014). This positive feedback on
fitness might then strengthen selection for reproductive division
of labor, as disease-related tasks are inherently risky (Cooper
and West, 2018); indeed, specific adaptations against disease
seem to be more apparent in physical castes that are sterile
(Benton and Foster, 1992; Turnbull et al., 2012). Division of
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labor may also free reproducers of some of the costs of immune
investment – possibly improving fecundity – whilst increasing
their dependency on the helpers for immune protection. The
more advanced a cooperatively breeding society becomes (i.e.,
larger with more division of labor; Cooper and West, 2018), the
greater the interdependency between reproductive and helpers
will be, and the likelihood that a social immune system thus
evolves as part of the process of individuation leading to
superorganismality. Immunity-driven changes in reproducer-
helper dependency may even accelerate this transition (based on
positive feedback; Holman, 2014).
Superorganisms
Superorganismal adaptations can only evolve when within-
colony selection of constituents is negligible (Gardner and
Grafen, 2009). In superorganisms, within-colony selection is
negated by strict lifetime monogamy of colony founders,
resulting in maximal sibling relatedness equal to that of
parent and offspring, and genetic bottlenecking during colony
foundation (Gardner and Grafen, 2009; Boomsma and Gawne,
2018). However, recall that policing mechanisms are still
necessary to mitigate lower-level constituent evolution (Ågren
et al., 2019). During the process of individualization, there is a
“transfer of fitness” from the lower-level constituents to the new,
higher-level entity, so that it becomes the fitness-maximizing
biological individual. When this process is complete, such that
queen and worker roles become totally interdependent, workers
become as irrevocably committed to their natal colony as a
somatic cell is to a human body (Boomsma and Gawne, 2018).
This eliminates conflict over the performance of somatic tasks
by workers, since it is in the interest of all colony members
to grow the colony, find food, maintain nest homeostasis
and prevent disease (Boomsma and Gawne, 2018). Moreover,
it is likely that queens in mature colonies become heavily
dependent on the workers to keep them healthy due to extreme
adaptations for reproduction (e.g., physogastry in termite queens
prevents self-grooming).
Unlike a totipotent helper, superorganism workers are
free to evolve specializations that solely enhance the fitness
of the superorganism, as they are unrestricted by potential
costs to independent reproduction (Gardner, 2013). For
example, physical worker castes that are morphologically
specialized for certain tasks only evolve in Hymenoptera once
superorganismality is achieved (Beekman and Oldroyd, 2019).
Superorganismality subsequently selects for “better” workers
(and queens) with specific adaptations for superorganism
immunity, such as the potential evolution of “social apoptosis”
(support for which is seen in: Heinze and Walter, 2010; Bos
et al., 2012; Page et al., 2016; Leclerc and Detrain, 2017; Pull
et al., 2018b), disease-reducing morphological adaptations
(Stow et al., 2007; Morgan, 2008), physical task specialization
(Hughes et al., 2010), sophisticated disease communication
(Richard et al., 2008; Baracchi et al., 2012; Hernández López
et al., 2017; Pull et al., 2018b), and globally coordinated responses
to infection (Hart and Brown, 2002; Stroeymeyt et al., 2018),
among multiple possible traits (Figure 4). In other words,
disease defense in superorganisms can undergo a complete
developmental overhaul, to become as specialized, diversified
and integrated as necessary, according to a superorganism’s life
history and pathogen pressure (Boomsma et al., 2005; Boomsma
and Gawne, 2018; Cremer et al., 2018). This advanced, derived
form of immune protection – or superorganism immunity –
hence constitutes a colony-level immune system that exists
to provide systemic colony protection, resulting in maximal
superorganism fitness.
Once obligate queen-worker roles evolve, measures such as
polyandry can also develop that increase within-colony genetic
heterozygosity. Not only does polyandry decrease a colony’s
disease susceptibility (Tarpy, 2003; Hughes et al., 2004; Seeley
and Tarpy, 2007) and make it harder for pathogens to adapt to
their hosts (Hughes et al., 2004), it is also likely that increased
colony heterozygosity improves the efficacy of other traits.
For example, it has been shown that tramp ant colonies with
higher heterozygosity have improved pathogen removal abilities
than colonies with lower heterozygosity (due to experimental
inbreeding; Ugelvig et al., 2010; but see also: Reber et al., 2008)
and that polyandrous leaf cutting ants have larger metapleural
glands than monogamous species (Hughes et al., 2008b).
Polyandry also enhances task specialization: in desert ants, task
specialization including waste management is partly controlled
by patriline (Eyer et al., 2013) and recent work on altruistic rescue
behavior reveals that such specialization is both heritable and
genetically determined, with some patrilines being more likely
to act as “first responders” (Andras et al., 2020). Consequently,
polyandry – which can only evolve in superorganismal colonies
(Hughes et al., 2008a; Boomsma, 2009; Beekman and Oldroyd,
2019) – may further increase the effectiveness and complexity of
superorganism immunity.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The idea we have endeavored to advance in this review, that
superorganisms have evolved an immune system and that
immunity enables major transitions, are hypotheses that require
rigorous testing. Of particular importance is determining when
a social immune system has evolved and how this relates to
the transition to superorganismality; that is, does immunity
evolve before, with or after this transition? Whilst it is likely
that many ant, bee and termite species do indeed have a social
immune system, a major difficulty is that, like the metazoan
immune system, it also represents a distributed “organ”: it is an
incredibly diverse and diffuse self-organized set of adaptations
that emerges from local interactions between individuals with
their nestmates, the brood, reproductives, nest architecture and
the parasites/pathogens themselves, in addition to the actions
of contaminated and sick nestmates. This makes it difficult to
pin down exactly when an immune system has emerged, since
it needs to be studied holistically and should be backed up with
comparative analyses across species. Despite these challenges,
we are optimistic that a set of criteria can be established for
determining when colony-level immunity has evolved (Table 1).
We hope that by highlighting the general importance of
immunity in the major transitions (Pradeu, 2013), it can be
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used alongside other important criteria such as queen-worker
differentiation (Wheeler, 1911; Boomsma and Gawne, 2018), to
determine which species are superorganisms.
We currently lack good data showing that superorganism
immune systems affect colony fitness and are heritable (Cremer
et al., 2018). Specific behaviors have been shown to have an
inherited genetic component (Rothenbuhler, 1964; Eyer et al.,
2013), but studies are still needed that show social immune
systems are shaped by natural selection. We can theorize
that colonies with enhanced superorganism immunity should
exhibit lower worker and brood mortality rates (Diez et al.,
2014); higher levels of worker productivity, because activity and
lifespans of healthy workers will not be affected by immunity
trade-offs or pathogen-induced cognitive impairment (Moret
and Schmid-Hempel, 2000; Gomez-moracho et al., 2017); fair
better in intra- and interspecific competition for resources;
and have well provisioned healthy queens that lay more eggs.
A relatively unexplored aspect of colony immunity is the cost
it incurs. For example, increased levels of grooming and the
production of expensive glandular secretions will likely entail
productivity and metabolic costs that trade-off with other colony-
level tasks. Nest disinfection with caustic chemicals that harm
nestmates (Poulsen et al., 2002; Theis et al., 2015; Pull et al.,
2018a) and excessive use of destructive hygienic behaviors, such
as cannibalism (Davis et al., 2018), could represent forms of
superorganism autoimmunity. At a macroevolutionary scale, the
presence of a sting for example in ants is costly, and precludes
the evolution of other traits, such as larger colony size and
defensive spines (Blanchard and Moreau, 2017). Consequently,
just as immune systems trade-off with other fitness determining
traits in organisms, we expect colony-level immunity to cause life
history trade-offs at the level of the superorganism.
A major transitions perspective has helped in our
understanding of the ultimate explanations for the evolution
of superorganism immunity (Bourke, 2011; Cremer et al.,
2018). But the recent suggestion that the evolution of biological
individuality begins at the switch to superorganismality (Bourke,
2019) opens up a new line of research that is so far relatively
unexplored; namely, that increases in colony complexity
(measured as colony size and number of worker types; Bonner,
1993, 2004; Strassmann and Queller, 2007; Ferguson-Gow
et al., 2014) will have strong influences on the evolution of
colony-level immunity, or vice-versa (Burchill and Moreau,
2016). We would even suggest, based on work in single-piece
nesting lower termites (Rosengaus et al., 2011), that the process
of individuation begins before a major transition occurs. This
is because an incipient immune system of some form is likely
necessary to enable a major transition and so probably evolves
during the group maintenance stage as it transitions into a
biological individual, along with other adaptations that accrue
to benefit the survival of the group. Still, we expect that once
a major transition has occurred, superorganism immunity can
undergo expansive evolutionary innovation and diversification,
as workers become as specialized as necessary for the task of
immunity (Figure 4; Gardner, 2013; Boomsma and Gawne,
2018). This may in part explain informal observations that
some superorganismal taxa, such as the small, relatively simple
societies of bumblebees, appear still to rely more on individual
immunity than their colony-level immunity compared to the
more cohesive, larger colonies of honeybees, i.e., honeybees
have undergone greater individuation (Bourke, 2019). Rigorous
testing and comparative analyses across species are, therefore,
needed to examine whether an immunity–complexity correlation
exists, and such research will undoubtedly uncover important
relationships about the direction of the causes and consequences
of immunological complexity, which may also help to explain
patterns of complexity observed in the multicellular domain.
Another important aspect is understanding superorganism
immunity evolution. One approach to this question is to
examine organisms that most likely resemble the family based
ancestors of modern day social insects (Meunier, 2015). Burying
beetles with extensive parental care are now well-established
models of cooperation and conflict in families (Scott, 1998),
and, more recently, earwig family life has become another
promising model system to study parental care in insects
(Diehl et al., 2015). Both taxa use antimicrobial chemicals to
control and shape the microbial community that surrounds
developing offspring (Hoback et al., 2004; Gasch et al., 2013),
with interesting trade-offs between individual immunity and
how much care they can invest into to their young (Cotter
et al., 2013; Diehl et al., 2015). Another promising but
understudied system are the wood-eating cockroaches of the
genus Cryptocercus. Phylogenetic approaches group these insects
together in a clade with termites, indicating the latter likely
evolved from subsocial wood eating cockroach ancestors (Lo
et al., 2000). Indeed, Cryptocercus exhibit extended parental
care and have faeces with antifungal properties; it has been
suggested that these and similar pre-adaptations were factors
encouraging the evolution of sociality in termites (Rosengaus
et al., 2013; Nalepa, 2015). Studying family based cooperative
breeders, such as ambrosia beetles (Nuotclà et al., 2019), will
undoubtedly shed light on the role of relatedness, cooperation
and conflict in the evolution of social disease defenses. In most
of these models, the whole lifecycle can be observed in the
laboratory, offspring relatedness may be manipulated through
cross fostering and in- or outbreeding of parents, and selection
experiments with pathogens are also possible. Moreover, studying
social disease defense will help identify the adaptations that
served as pre-cursors to superorganism immunity and facilitated
superorganism evolution. Such an approach could also be used
to determine the criteria used to define major transitions in
biological individuality, which has represented a source of
controversy in recent years (Godfrey-Smith and Goodnight,
2013; Boomsma and Gawne, 2018). For example, is a strict
segregation between germ and soma really necessary for
explaining a major transition, or could immune system evolution
be better placed to define this boundary (Pradeu, 2013)? Patterns
of immune system and germ-soma evolution in Metazoa suggest
that the former holds greater explanatory power. This question
could be addressed comparatively in the termites, where species
have either helpers that almost all eventually try to breed, species
where ≤1% of true workers become reproductive, and species
with total worker sterility (Shellman-Reeve, 1997). Additionally,
do the social disease defenses of cooperative breeders such as
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ambrosia beetles, thrips and aphids constitute crude collective
immunity, comparable to the crude immunity of facultatively
multicellular organisms (Chen et al., 2007)? By taking such a
broad, comparative approach, we might be able to answer general
questions about immune system evolution that are difficult or
impossible to address using multicellular models alone.
CONCLUSION
In the years since Hamilton’s original work identifying disease as
a major constraint on the evolution of insect sociality (Hamilton,
1987), our view of how social insects overcome the problem
of disease has shifted dramatically, from a focus on genetic
resistance to a well-developed, comprehensive understanding
of the role of disease defense in social insect evolution. By
viewing immunity through the lens of the major transitions, and
unifying it with the recent resurrection of Wheeler’s original
superorganism concept (Wheeler, 1911; Boomsma and Gawne,
2018), there is growing evidence that social insects have evolved
an immune system that is convergent with the individual immune
system of multicellular organisms. Since immune systems are
crucial to the evolution of individuality and provide a level
of protection that goes beyond mere infectious disease defense
(Pradeu, 2012, 2013) – the major focus of social immunity
research – we suggest the use of the term superorganism immunity
to describe the protection arising from a fully functioning
(social) immune system (Aanen, 2018). We hope that future
research on social disease defenses in family based groups can
begin to reveal how disease selection pressures initially promote
group living, and how, in cooperatively breeding species, these
behaviors maintain sociality once a stable group has formed;
both of which are necessary steps for a major transition in
superorganismality to occur. Importantly, such research would
help provide us with fundamental insights into how selection
acting on groups of cooperating relatives produces complex,
higher-level adaptations, such as immunity in (super)organisms.
Researchers have only just begun to scratch the surface of the
evolution and ecology of superorganism immunity in recent
years, and we hope that this review helps to stimulate further
work in this burgeoning field.
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